Little Flare — design Marcel Wanders, 2005

Little Flare is a versatile table for children
which can be personalised as needed: tops of
different sizes can be combined and a white
top and two with different decorations can
be selected. However the feature that makes
this piece unique are the hollow and open
legs in clear polycarbonate, in which children

can put anything - drawings, pencils, games
and everything their imagination suggests.

Designer in Magis

magisdesign.com

Little Flare — design Marcel Wanders, 2005
Technical Sheet
Children’s table
Material: legs in standard injection-moulded
polycarbonate transparent clear. Tops in MDF
with white polymeric cover. Patterned tops
also available. Pen holders in ABS. Sketch
book available with patterns to be completed
and coloured.

Magis Me Too logo is stamped on each
product of our collection vouching for their
originality.
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Designer

Marcel Wanders
Regarded by many as an anomaly in the
design world, Marcel has made it his mission
to “create an environment of love, live with
passion and make our most exciting dreams
come true”. His work excites, provokes, and
polarises, but never fails to surprise due to its
ingenuity, daring and singular quest to uplift
the human spirit, and entertain.
In his designs, Marcel often mixes innovative
materials and techniques with references to
well known historical styles and archetypes,
so users can easily connect to the pieces,
enjoying them for a long time and in doing so
create sustainable surroundings.
Marcel’s chief concern is to bring the human
touch back to design, ushering in what he

calls design’s ‘new age;’ in which designer,
craftsperson and user are reunited.
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